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�is Handbook is a state-of-the-art analysis of proximity

relations, o�ering insights into its history alongside up-to-

date scienti�c advances and emerging questions. Its broad

scope – from industrial and innovation approaches through

to society issues of living and working at a distance,

territorial development and environmental topics – will

ensure an in-depth focus point for researchers in economics

as well as geography, organizational studies, planning and

sociology.

‘Finally, we have the �rst Handbook of Proximity Relations,

edited by André Torre, one of the pioneers of the French

School of Proximity, and Delphine Gallaud. It covers topics

such as the theoretical development of the concept,

methods and analytical tools, and emerging issues and

future challenges. �is authoritative and comprehensive Handbook is a must-read for

researchers in regional science, regional studies and innovation who want to be informed about

one of the key concepts in modern social science.’

– Bjørn T. Asheim, University of Stavanger, Norway

‘�is Handbook provides a systematic overview of the contributions of the Proximity School.

Incorporating a variety of disciplinary perspectives and analytic approaches, the Handbook

provides a comprehensive overview and systematic analysis of the dimensions, characteristics,

and �elds of application of the principle of proximity. �is important contribution provides the

basis for future theoretical extension, analytical re�nements and policy applications.’

– Maryann Feldman, University of North Carolina US

‘“Proximity” is a very di�cult word. It appears at the outset to be no more than an innocuous

reference to physical contiguity or juxtaposition, but on further scrutiny unfolds into multiple

declensions with a vast diversity of applications in both the physical and social worlds. A large

body of research on these matters has accumulated rapidly over the last two or three decades,

much of it now summarized and extended in this authoritative Handbook edited by André Torre

and Delphine Gallaud.’

– From the foreword by Allen J. Scott
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